ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION:
Gray scale image and Binary image are two important variations among digital images. In a gray scale image a particular pixel takes a intensity value lying between 0 to 255 where as a binary image it could take only two values either 0 or 1.The procedure to convert a gray scale image into a binary image is known as image binarization. Image binarization has wide popularity in many research areas especially in case of document image analysis, medical image process and scene processing.
Binarization by Threshold Segmentation of a brain from MRI images is a challenging task. Segmentation and quantification of brain tumor, edma and other disease from MRI of brain need binarization technique as a pre-processing or any other useful steps, so binarization is a very important task for us. There are several binarization techniques or methods which produce very good results for degraded documents, arial image, texture images, and graphic image and shaded image etc, but for MRI many of the existing methods fail due to the large difference of foreground and background intensity. Background part of the image is totally black which have no information and foreground part of the image, the actual brain part have lot of information. In simple cases, binarization can be achieved by thresholding the image, i.e., by assigning all the pixels with gray-level lower than a given threshold to either the background or the foreground, and all the remaining pixels to the other set. However, often more refined processes are required. This is the case when regions with noticeably different gray-levels are all regarded as of interest, or when regions with the same gray-level can be regarded as belonging to the foreground or to the background, depending on the local context. To binarized MRI images most of the method produces very shocking output. The use of binary images decreases computational load for the overall application. As after binarization we do some needful work for brain edma, tumor detection and quantification like morphological operation, watershed segmentation etc. Thus if poor binarization results produces then their results affect reflected on segmentation. Thus we need techniques which produce meaningful binarization i.e. meaningful information. In this situation i.e. for MRI of brain tumor images our proposed methods gets very good results and produce meaningful information compare to the other well-known method like Otsu [1] , Savala [2] , Niblack [3] , Bernsen [4] , Kapur [5] and Otsu as a frame [6] work in iterative partition.
BRIEF REVIEW
Binarization is the processes of translating a gray-scale image to a binary image by choosing threshold selection method to categorize the pixels of an image into either one of the two classes. Most of the technique are divided into two category global thresholding and local thresholding techniques, in the global thresholding method threshold of the entire image is unique and local thresholding method choose threshold value locally and binarization also local. Otsu [1] and Kapur [5] are two very popular method for global thresholding method and Savala [2] , Niblack [3] , Bernsen [4] are most popular local thresholding methods. Soharab Hossain Shaikh et all [6] proposed a iterative partitioning method as a framework which produce good results for degradead, graphic documents. Except that Ntogas nikolaos et all [7] proposed a binarization a binarization algorithm for historical manuscripts which produce good result for historical documents. Mehmet Sezgin et all [8] gives a brief survey of image binarization and concept of performance metric. We compare our technique with other well known popular algorithms which are shortly describe.
Otsu Thresholding method, as proposed in [1] , is based on discriminate analysis. In this method, the threshold operation is regarded as the partitioning of the pixels of an image into two classes C 0 and C 1 , (e.g., objects and background) at gray level t. That is, C 0 = {0,1,. . . , t} and C 1 ={t+l,t+2,...,1-L}, where L = maximum intensity. Let σ ୵ ଶ , σ ଶ and σ ଶ be the within-class variance, between-class variance, and the total variance, respectively. An optimal threshold can be determined by minimizing one of the following (equivalent) criterion functions with respect to t:
(1)
And
Of these three criterion functions, η is the simplest. Thus, the optimal threshold t * is,
where
Kapur's algorithm [5] is an extension of Otsu's method. In this method two probability distributions (e.g. object distributions and background distributions) are derived from the original gray level distributions of the image as; .
Where t is the threshold value
And (8) Then the optimal threshold t * is defined as the gray value which maximizes H b (t) + H w (t), that is,
Niblack [3] proposed an algorithm that calculates a pixel wise thresholding by shifting a rectangular window across the image. This method varies the threshold over the image, based on the local mean and local standard deviation. Let the local area b*b. Also the threshold T nib (x,y) at pixel f(x,y) is determined by the equations:
Where,
and (11) Here, µ nib (x,y) & σ nib 2 (x,y) are the local mean and the standard deviation values of local area. The local window size b, should be small enough to reflect the local illumination level accurately and adequately large to include both objects and background.
Bernsan's algorithm [4] that method calculates the local threshold value based on the mean value of the minimum and maximum intensities of pixels within a window. If the window is centered at the pixel (x,y) the threshold for (x,y) is defined by: T(x,y) =
where Z max and Z min are the maximum and minimum intensity of the window. This threshold works properly only when the contrast is large. Contrast is defined, C(x,y) = Z max -Z min. if the contrast is less that a specific value K, the pixels within the window may be set to background or to foreground according to the class that most suitably describes the window. This algorithm is dependent on K value and also on the size N of window N * N.
Tnib(x, y) = µnib(x, y) + K nib * σ_nib^2 (x, y)
Sauvola and Pietikainen [2] devised a method that solves Niblack's problem by hypothesizing on the gray values on objects and background pixels, resulting in the following formula for the threshold: (12) Where µ sa and σ sa 2 are the local mean and the standard deviation values of local area, R denotes the dynamics of the standard deviation fixed to 128 and K sa refers to a fixed value usually set to 0.5.
In spite of the global and local thresholding approaches, we use the partitioning approach [13] . This partitioning method calculates the number of peaks P in a histogram. If P>=2then it subdivides the image into four equal sub-images and repeats the tasks until the sub-image becomes bimodal. This task is recursive and reappearance is controlled by a partition parameter partition parameter. If a sub-image has perfectly bimodal histogram then a global thresholding procedure like Otsu [1] is applied on that sub-image.
Mehmet Sezgin and Bulent Sankur [8] gives a survey over image thresholding method which gives to measure by performance metrics and brief discussion about local thresholding, global thresholding, adaptive, non adaptive type of binarization. There are several research on graphic image, degradead text, documented image some of them gives very good results but for MRI of brain images most of the images produces insensitive results. MRI images gives meaningful information for diagonistic purpous. Thus the focus of our paper is to produce an efficient algorithms for MRI of brain images which produce better results than other existing well known algorithms.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In the proposed methods we used standard deviation to select the threshold intensity of the image. Ultimate selection of threshold has done by multiplying a constant value with the threshold intensity of the image using standard deviation. We use the threshold intensity as global value i.e. the threshold intensity of the entire image is unique. The standard deviation of the image pixel of a image I(x,y) or matrix element for I(x,y) is given by : (13) Where (14) The algorithms are written below.
Algorithm
Input: MRI of Brain Image.
Output: Binarizes MRI of Brain Image.
Step1: Take an MRI image I(x,y).
Step2: If it is color image then convert it into gray scale image I g (x,y).
Step3: Calculate standard deviation of the image and store the intensity value in T S .
Step4: calculate the threshold value by product of standard deviation and a predefine constant H, i.e. Threshold intensity value T= T S *H.
Step5: Scan left to right and top to bottom, each pixel of the gray image I g (x,y).
Step6: Find a binary image I B from the gray image l g (x,y) in the following way, I B (x,y) = 1 l g (x,y) >= T I B (x,y) = 0 l g (x,y) < T
Step7: I B is the output binary image.
Our proposed method is a new binarization technique of MRI of brain that so MRI of brain is used as an input. As the binarization technique can be applied only to grayscale images. We convert RGB image to its corresponding grayscale image. A RGB image has three components red, green and blue and converts it into on component i.e. gray value which lies between 0 to 255 intensity values. Then we calculate the standard deviation of the matrix elements (image pixels).Thus by using standard deviation we select the random intensity values as the standard deviation values will be less than 100 and hence we multiplied the deviated value by a constant value. Here we choose this constant value H=3. Although H=3 is choosen, in few images H= 2.5 also produce good results .Here we also gives a comparative study why we choose constant H equal to 3. Here we use visual inspection as well as quantative measurement to choose the constant. Visual inspection may be biased but together with quantative measurement [8] such as ME, RAE, Precision, Recall, F-measure and visual are very effective. Thus after getting the threshold intensity we compare each pixel of the gray image to find out whether it is greater than or less than the threshold intensity value. If the pixel intensity is greater than the threshold value then that pixel value is set to 1 otherwise it is set to 0. Thus the whole image is transformed into 0 or 1 i.e. a binary image is generated from the gray image where the foregrounds are marked as 1 and backgrounds are marked as 0.
As there is no proper reference image creation methodology for MRI of brain image we initially select majority voting scheme as a reference image creation but it has been observed that using majority voting scheme improper reference images are produce in MRI of brain image datasets. So, for MRI of brain images the reference images have been created manually with the help of Software photo editor. From this reference image we measure the parameter like ME, RAE, Recall, Precision, F-Measure which has been describe in the next section. The output of our proposed methodology with different constant value i.e. H=2, H=2.5, H=3, H=3.5 are shown in figure 3 ; figure 4 , figure5, figure 6. Input MRI and its corresponding reference image is shown in figure 1 and figure2.
Evaluation techniques for constant H selection
We can select constant H from visual observation but visual observation may be biased so we use some metric such as ME, RAE, Precision, Recall, F-measure. Misclassification error (ME): Misclassification error [8] gives us the percentage of background pixels wrongly assigned to foreground, and conversely. ME can expressed in the following equation of the two-class segmentation problems:
where B0 and F0 denote the background area pixel and foreground area pixels of the original reference image and BT and FT denote the background area pixel and foreground area pixels in the test image, and | . | is the cardinality of the set. Thus lesser the ME for a technique better is the result.
Relative Foreground Area Error (RAE):
Relative Foreground Area Error (RAE) [8] is based on a measure for the area ; the RAE is stated below in the following equation:
Here, A0 is the area of original reference image, and AT is the area of thresholded binarized image. Thus lesser RAE means better binarization.
Recall, Precision and F-measure [8] : In the context of binarization, the recall, precision and Fmeasure are defined as , 
, Precision = ାେ
A measure that combines precision and recall is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, the traditional F-measure. It is defined as follows:
A higher value of F-measure indicates better performance.
Thus the table for ME, RAE, Precision, Recall, F-measure on different MRI of brain is shown below. Thus from visual inspection and metric dependent evaluation we choose the H=3 as the constant value but some images which have low intensity may have to choose H = 2.5 as a constant. For H=2 some extra portion are binarized and for H=3.5 binarization are not effective due to high threshold value.
RESULT & COMPARISON WITH OTHER WELL-KNOWN METHODOLOGY
We compare our proposed methodology with other existing well known binarization like Otsu, Niblack, Otsu as a partition framework, Savala, Bernsen, and Kapur methods visually as well as metric wise. Our proposed method produces very good results for MRI of brain. Most of the image produce result or binaries the total image but MRI of brain proceeds by a dark background, we want to binarize the actual brain portion. The global threshold segmentation Kapur produce good results and global thresholding methods Otsu satisfactory but local thresholding method like Savala, Niblack are not suitable for this type of image. For some of the images local thresholding method Bernsen produce satisfactory results. Partitioning framework method do not produce good results. Our proposed method is a global thresholding methods produces very good results for MRI of brain. From the metric ME, RAE is less in our proposed method and F-measure are greater value which is expected. Thus our proposed method is very good and efficient algorithms for binarization of MRI of brain. We show the output of different method for the image shown in figure 1 and also shown below proposed method with other existing method for other images. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK:
When different binarization method is being applied on MRI of brain data base the most of the algorithms binarized whole image without properly detecting the region of interest and the black background, so some method fails to give appropriate binarization. Thus the problem of variation of intensity level foreground to the background is totally overcome. Our proposed methods produce very good results for all type of MRI of brain images. We also proved that our proposed method produces better results visually as well as metric wise compare to the other established image binarization. Our method is very much simple it can be easily implement in any platform.
Here we create reference image manually because there is no suitable method of reference image creation for MRI of brain images thus in future we to develop a reference image creation methodology for MRI of Brain which will produce good reference image. 
